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Benefits of TSMO

• Reliability
• Safety
• Environmental
• Performance Management
• Better informed public/driver – traveler 

information
• Cost Savings

• Alternatives to building
• Improved internal communications
• Coordination of multiple transportation 

modes
• Improved event management/incident 

management
• Improved road weather/maintenance 

management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ReliabilitySafetyEnvironmentalPerformance ManagementBetter informed public/driver – traveler informationCost SavingsAlternatives to buildingImproved internal communicationsCoordination of multiple transportation modesImproved event management/incident managementImproved road weather/maintenance management
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Reliability

• Reliability: Consistency or dependability in travel times, 
as measured from day to day or across different times of 
day.

Jan. Dec.July

Travel
time

What travelers experience

Travel times vary
greatly day-to-day

What they
remember

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is Travel Time Reliability important?Understandable to the publicLess tolerance for unexpected delayUnreliable travel has costs for usersLate/early arrivals, economic competitivenessValued service in other utilities & industriesUseful in investment decision-making process to reflect beneficial operations strategiesCan be treated effectively by addressing roadway “events” Affects safety and mobility
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Safety
• Traffic fatalities and serious injuries at unacceptable levels and rising

• 34,439 fatalities in 2016 vs. 29,757 fatalities in 2011
• National Fatality Rate:  2014 – 1.08;  2016 – 1.18 (a 9% increase!  Why?)

• Improvements in traffic flow create safer roads
• Safer work zones reduce maintenance/ construction personnel 

injury/fatalities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highway fatalities and serious injuries at unacceptable levels.In 2016, there were 34,439 fatal crashes that occurred in the United States (NHTSA data). Most of these crashes did not result in significant press coverageIn 2011, there were 29,867 fatal crashes.Despite occasional small drops (2014 vs 2013 or 2011 vs 2010), the recent trend has clearly been substantial  annual increases in the number of fatal crashes. The number of crashes in 2016 is 15% higher than 2011.When a single airliner crashes, it makes national news.  A 747–400 series aircraft is capable of carrying between 416 and 524 passengers. Using the 2011 statistics, there would have been more than 56 fully loaded 747 airliner crashes in the United States alone.By improving operations, we can improve safety.  Minor low-cost operational improvements can have a significant impact on a roadway’s safety.Some lo- cost improvements are indicated here.   Many of these improvements require little to no infrastructure improvements.Signal phasing and switching from a permissive to protected phase can have a 10% reduction in crashes – and can better balance traffic flow during peak period conditionsSignal timing adjustments can yield similar resultsAppropriate clearance intervals – enhance safety by as much as 30%The one issue that should be addressed is that throughput may be slightly sacrificed due to increased all-red phases or increased yellow times.Upgraded signage and pavement markings can yield from 10% to 30% reduction in crashesInstallation of a turn bay (typically in suburban and urban areas) can have a significant impact on safety – 50% reduction in certain types of crashes.Presenter should review literature to identify the various types of improvements and their effects on safety and operations.  The speaker should adjust his/her time to address issues surrounding various operational impacts and their influence on safety.  Low cost operational improvementsSignal phasing (permissive vs. protected)Signal timings and progressionAppropriate clearance intervalsPavement markings, signing, and delineationInstallation or extension of turn lane
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Environmental

• More free time
• Traffic signal retiming decreases delay on roads by 13-94%
• Transit signal priority reduces transit delay by 30-40%

• Less wasted fuel
• Georgia’s traffic incident management program reduced annual 

fuel consumption by 6.83 million gallons per year

• Cleaner air
• Electronic toll collection reduced harmful emissions at Baltimore, 

Maryland toll plazas by 16-63%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: US Department of Transportation, Intelligent Transportation Systems Joint Program Office. Investment Opportunities for Managing Transportation Performance through Technology. January 2009. As part of an integrated approach to optimize the performance of existing and planned infrastructure, management and operations (M&O) strategies deliver a variety of benefits. These include: Safer travel through enhanced public safety and security Ramp metering systems provide a high rate of return on investment offering considerable safety, mobility and environmental benefits in congested urban areas. Available data shows that ramp metering can improve mainline traffic speeds by 13 to 26 percent, increase throughput by 5 to 30 percent, limit ramp meter delay, and reduce crashes by 15 to 50 percent. More free time through improved system reliability, improved service efficiency, and improved access to information for travelers Traffic signal system retiming and optimization ranks as one of the most cost-effective urban transportation improvement actions, increasing mobility, reducing fuel consumption, and improving environmental quality. One of the benefits of traffic signal retiming is that delays can decrease by 13 to 94 percent.  TSP systems use sensors or transponders to detect approaching transit vehicles and alter the traffic signal timing to improve transit performance. In Toronto, Canada transit signal priority reduced transit delay by 30 to 40 percent and travel time by 2 to 6 percent. Less wasted fuel through reduced traveler delays Traffic incident management programs make use of a variety of ITS technologies to successfully detect, manage, and clear traffic incidents; improving safety for travelers by reducing the risk of secondary crashes; and reducing time lost and fuel wasted in traffic backups. In Georgia, the NaviGAtor incident management program reduced annual fuel consumption by 6.83 million gallons, and contributed to decreased emissions: 2,457 tons less carbon monoxide, 186 tons less hydrocarbons, and 262 tons less nitrous oxides. Cleaner air by encouraging alternative modes of transportation such as transit, ridesharing, biking, walking, and telecommuting Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) is one of the most successful ITS applications with numerous benefits related to delay reductions, improved throughput, and fuel economy. With advanced technologies such as open road tolling (ORT), toll transactions can be processed automatically at freeway speeds reducing the need for tollbooth barriers and improving performance. Environmentally harmful emissions were reduced by 16 to 63 percent at Baltimore, MD toll plazas upgraded to ETC.Overall, M&O strategies help realize these benefits by improving travel efficiency.  
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Better Informed 
Public/Drivers
• Alerts – closures, incidents, lanes blocked
• Hazards, including weather and disasters
• Road conditions
• Special event traffic advisories
• AMBER Alerts
• Project information
• Announcements—public and project meetings, milestones, achievements
• Safety messages and alerts
• Public service announcements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traveler information is a mainstay of system operations, and is consistently cited as a top priority by DOTs and transportation management agencies. It provides perhaps the most direct link between your agency and transportation system users—for day-to-day travel conditions, as well as communicating emergency information in real-time about impacts or hazards on the road network. It also serves as an important PR tool—those agencies that communicate effectively build better trust with the users of the transportation system.A robust traveler information program is integrated with many other systems operations functions—it is a critical part of traffic incident management, emergency management, road weather management, communicating impacts (and potential impacts) of planned activities like a major special event or work zone. Traveler information cross-cuts several other key operations areas, and is not effective if not approached as an integrated capability.Because it is a tangible tool for users, it is a direct reflection of (or support for) the overall agency brand and perception. Building trust through traveler information can lead to overall positive user perceptions of the broader agency.It is also one of those activities that allows for a lot of flexibility in how information is communicated. Traditional methods like radio and TV reports and DMS, phone and web, have paved the way for innovative delivery of real-time video and real-time alerts through public and private mobile applications. It has also created a unique supply chain when you start looking at the logistics of obtaining, processing and delivering real-time information to users. We’ll talk a bit about this evolution and how DOTs and transportation management agencies are responding to a highly mobile and tech savvy user base and business environment.Question to the group: What other key roles do you see traveler information playing in your operations program? There are a lot of ways agencies use social media to communicate with their customers; traveler information and alerts can be a big percentage, but it isn’t the only information that is shared via social media.WSDOT was an early adopter of social media – received a lot of positive press for being progressive and “connected” to tech generation.Some potential challenges from a traveler information perspective:Many agencies have Communications/PIO staff manage the social media tools. These individuals may or may not be closely linked to the operations program/TOC. In some cases (like Arizona), there are PIOs on staff at the TOC to be sure urgent road conditions updates are distributed through social media. While you can track the number of followers, it is difficult to track the actual impact and reach of these tools. In a highly mobile dependent and networked society, agencies might not be getting credit for the kind of reach their social media tools are really having.For many agencies, social media remain a one-way communication tool. Policies may dictate that information is sent out, but not responded to in public forums. This goes against a lot of tenets of social media as being an instantaneous and interactive communication forum.There is a definite conflict many agencies have with promoting traveler information tools that are actively used on mobile devices. Media have largely adopted social media tools like Twitter and Facebook as their primary way of finding out about road conditions and incidents, as well as communicating with their viewers/listeners. The short, abbreviated messages with just the pertinent facts is well suited to media’s need for fast, reliable information. Today’s mobile environment has spurred a lot of innovation – by both the public AND the private sector. Historically, the private sector was seen as the lead for technology development and applications. This included in-vehicle navigation/apps, mobile applications, etc. The public sector was seen as providing information through their traditional channels (DMS, HAR, 511) and serving an important role as data collector.Today, we are seeing a lot of ‘role sharing’ between the public and the private sectors. We have private sector companies that are able to collect data on road network conditions (in addition to traditional roles as data aggregator, developer and disseminator), and we are also seeing transportation agencies developing mobile applications to supplement their phone and web systems.These advancements represent keeping pace with current technology and social trends. Agencies are responding to changing needs of their customers and continue to make investments in innovative traveler information delivery methods. 
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Cost Savings

• Typical benefit-cost ratios:
• For traffic signal retiming/optimization, 17:1 to 62:1
• For work zone management systems, 2:1 to 42:1
• For bus rapid transit, 2:1 to 10:1

• State of Georgia study found almost a 200-to-1 return on 
investment for each dollar invested in travel demand 
management

Has your agency measured the benefits of M&O solutions?  If 
so, what did you find?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
M&O strategies are very cost-effective, and often provide a great “bang for the buck.”  For instance, recent studies documented by the U.S. Department of Transportation show very high benefit-cost ratios for multiple kinds of M&O strategies:  Traffic signal optimization The estimated benefit-to-cost ratio for optimizing signal timing plans, coordinating traffic signal control, and implementing adaptive signal control in California was 17:1. Work zone management	 Within the United States, based on a review of work zone ITS deployments from 17 states, the estimated benefit-to-cost ratio ranged from 2:1 to 42:1 depending upon conditions and assumptions. Bus Rapid Transit  An analysis conducted in 2005 demonstrated a significant benefit/cost ratio for several different case study applications ranging from 1.92 to 9.49.Source:  US Department of Transportation, Intelligent Transportation Systems Joint Program Office. Investment Opportunities for Managing Transportation Performance through Technology. January 2009.A Georgia study found that each year, increased use of commute alternatives in the Atlanta region yields:42 million car trips eliminated from metro Atlanta roadways 1800 tons of pollutants NOT released into our air An estimated $400 million in reduced fuel, maintenance and repair costs for commuters An estimated $30 million of savings in health related costs as a result of improved air quality Savings for employers from improved employee morale, productivity and job satisfaction and reduced recruitment and retention costs In sum, each dollar invested in the promotion of commute alternatives yields an annual return of $191; almost a 200-to-1 return on investment.Source: Clean Air Campaign, http://www.cleanaircampaign.org/For-the-Press/Press-Kit/The-Clean-Air-Campaign-Backgrounder 
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Improved Road Weather/ 
Maintenance Management
Weather Responsive Traffic Management (WRTM)

• Impacts to:
• Safety
• Mobility
• Productivity
• Environment

• Strategies:
• Advisories
• Control traffic
• Treatment

• Benefits of WRTM
• Effective resource allocation for safer roads and reduced costs
• Reduce lost productivity
• Safer road conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weather Responsive Traffic Management (WRTM)Three types of WRTM strategiesAdvisory strategies provide information on prevailing and predicted conditions Posting fog warnings on dynamic message signs Listing flooded routes on web sites Control strategies alter the state of roadway devices to permit or restrict traffic Reducing speed limits with variable speed limit signs Modifying traffic signal timing based on pavement conditions Treatment strategies supply resourcesMost common treatment strategies are application of sand, salt, and anti-icing chemicals to pavements Weather Responsive Traffic Management (WRTM)Indiana DOT MDSS program benefitsStatewide implementation 2009Saved 228,000 tons of salt = $12MSaved 58,000 hours of overtime = $1.4MOne-stop for winter weather informationConsistency in tracking/reporting among regional maintenance groupsSupports proactive trainingLooking toward mobile data collection capabilitiesThe Road Weather ProblemSafety:1.57± million weather-related crashes/year7,400 fatalities; 690,000 injuries24% of all crashes occurred on slick pavement or under adverse weatherMobility: 15% of delay caused by bad weatherProductivity:  Weather-related delay adds $3.4 billion to freight costs annuallyEnvironment:  Chemicals effect watersheds, air quality and infrastructureWeather Effects on Traffic Operations Reduced VisibilityReduced Roadway FrictionReduced Roadway CapacityDamaged InfrastructureBlocked RoadwaysInundated Roadways and Flooding Coastal EvacuationIncreased Speed DifferentialIncreased Driver StressBenefits of Reliable Weather ForecastsImproved resource allocationCrews sent to the right places at the right timesWith the right equipmentWith the right treatment material (and the right amount)Effective resource allocation results in safer roads and reduced costsA key to effective road weather management is timely and accurate forecasts and measurements.
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